Why people choose Zoom Phone over other phone systems
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90% said our audio quality is better.
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“Zoom Phone is easy to use, great quality.”

- Operations Professional,
  Small Business Financial Services Company
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93% said we were more affordable.
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“Glad to toss the clunky old desk phone and consolidate the telecommunications in one sleek package.”

- Chris Jaglowitz, Principal, Common Ground Condo Law
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86% said our deployment was easier.
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“Much **simpler process and implementation across multiple platforms.**”

- Dick Hope, Consultant, 
  *Dick Hope & Associates*
91% said our global coverage is better.
“Zoom Phone increased our call quality and quantity tenfold!”

- HR executive, Small Business Membership Organization Company
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97% said we enabled their remote workforce better.
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“Zoom Phone is an easy to support, robust solution that I don’t have to think about.”

- Lonnie Snyder, VP, Technology & Innovation
  Special Olympics 2022 USA Games
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Most Valued Features:

- All-in-one platform: 72%
- Simplified user experience: 66%
- Seamless integration with Zoom Meetings: 53%
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“Zoom has given us more flexibility and control over our phone system and solution.”

- Operations Professional, Medium Enterprise Service Provider Company
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Zoom Phone benefits:

- Easy support for remote employees: 49%
- Streamlined communications on Zoom: 48%
- Happier and safer employees: 24%
- Increased employee productivity: 21%
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“Zoom’s communication platform has been reliable and stellar.”

- Jordan Li, Operations Professional, WeDriveU
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“Happy members and CEO. Fluid connections and a better understanding of all subjects discussed.”

- CEO, Nonprofit
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Learn More: zoom.us/zoom-phone